The online news landscape has been greatly affected by the emergence of user-generated content, as the general public summarise, discuss and comment upon news stories in real-time. Meanwhile, Web search engines serve millions of queries relating to news events each day, which could benefit from this new content. In this thesis, we investigate how user-generated content can enhance the news vertical aspect of a universal Web search engine, such that news-related queries can be satisfied more accurately, comprehensively and in a more timely manner. The aim is to provide end-users with an aggregate search result ranking that provides increased relevance and coverage of events for news-related queries. In particular, we focus on improving the search result ranking for those news-related queries that cannot be easily satisfied by newswire articles, either because the event that the user is searching for has just broken and hence no news articles have yet been published, or because current newswire articles are insufficiently detailed or out-of-date.
content integration, we adapt resource selection techniques to select and integrate the content ranked from different news and user-generated sources into an enhanced ranking to display to the end-user.
We thoroughly evaluate these proposed approaches using standard TREC test collections (where possible) in addition to new evaluation datasets developed using crowdsourcing. Indeed, to facilitate our evaluation, we generated over 60,000 individual crowdsourced assessments. Moreover, we also performed a large-scale crowdsourced user-study examining whether users prefer the aggregate rankings produced by our news search framework in comparison to traditional Web search results. We show that user-generated content-enhanced approaches can effectively rank events by their current importance/newsworthiness; improve news-query classification accuracy; return additional relevant content for news-related queries in real-time (facilitating more comprehensive coverage of events); and enhance Web search rankings with additional content that end-users find useful. We conclude that user-generated content is indeed a very useful source of information to use in order to enhance a news vertical.
This thesis opens up multiple promising directions for future research in the fields of news/social search, real-time classification and vertical integration, while providing new viable crowdsourced methodologies to evaluate approaches in these fields.
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